
Party
Pictures™

Ages 18 and Up
3 to 8 Players
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INSTRUCTIONS

Look for These Games 
As Well As Our Entire Line
of Games and Puzzles, At: 

OnFind

Join us in creating our next game!

Do Not Disturb™
Ages 18+

Ever wonder what happens 
behind Do Not Disturb signs? 
Open the door and �nd out!

A card game where players compete 
to create the highest scoring and 
most outrageous headlines.

Yeti Eats Alien™
Ages 18+
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CONTENTS
• 75 Double-Sided Party Picture Cards (150 Photos)
• 300 Caption Cards

1. Shu�e both decks of cards (Party Pictures and Caption Cards) 
before starting the game. Choose one player to start as the critic 
(the last person to drink a beer). The critic deals seven Caption 
Cards face down to each player. Players may look at their own 
Caption Cards, but should keep them secret from other players.

2. The critic takes the top Party Picture from the deck, �ips it over,  
and places it in the center of the table. Each of the other players 
(except the critic) selects the funniest Caption Card from his/her 
hand, which he/she thinks best matches the Party Picture, and 
places it face down on the table.

3. The critic mixes up the Caption Cards so that no one knows who 
played which card. Then, one at a time, the critic �ips over the 
Caption Cards, reads them aloud, and places them face up next 
to the Party Picture.

OBJECT OF THE GAME
Be the �rst player to earn �ve Party Pictures.

PLAYING THE GAME

WINNING THE GAME
The �rst player to earn �ve Party Pictures wins.

MAKE YOUR OWN CAPTION:
To up the ante on Party Pictures fun, grab some pens and 
paper. Each player must write his/her own caption for the Party 
Picture. The critic’s choice of the best caption wins.

USE YOUR OWN PICTURES:
Players add their own pictures to the game. Players work to 
match Caption Cards to these pictures for hilarious fun. 

OTHER WAYS TO PLAY

How am I 

going to 

explain this 

to my 

boyfriend?

Wait, you’re 

my sister?

I’m going to 
have to 

charge you 
extra.

Not what I 
had in mind 

for a �rst 
date…

4. After reading all the Caption Cards, the critic chooses the 
Caption Card that he/she feels is the funniest caption for the 
Party Picture. It is completely up to the critic to decide.

5. The player who placed the winning Caption Card is declared 
the winner of the round and keeps the Party Picture.

6. The winner places the Party Picture in front of himself/herself. 
All played Caption Cards are placed in a discard pile. 

7. Additional Discards: Any player can also choose to discard one 
additional Caption Card every turn (i.e. discard the played 
Caption Card plus one additional Caption Card). Each player 
then draws one or two new Caption Cards, returning his/her 
hand to seven.

8. The role of the critic is then passed to the person on the left. 
Now, a new round begins!

Note: If Caption Cards run out, reshu�e the discard pile to
create a fresh pile of Caption Cards.

Party
Pictures

™

I just
pretend it’s
a lollipop.

Note to self: 

no bean 

burrito 

before this.


